BECAUSE YOU CARE TO SEE MORE.

Capture remarkable images with products designed specifically for oncology imaging

Unlike products adapted from diagnostic imaging, these Carestream films, screens, and cassettes are specifically designed for oncology imaging.

The result is truly remarkable images, giving you the opportunity to enhance patient care, increase productivity, and make more effective use of treatment time and resources.

This complete product portfolio reflects Carestream’s understanding of – and commitment to – radiation oncology. An understanding and commitment that sets Carestream apart from the rest.
CARESTREAM EC-L Film System
Sets the standard to portal localization.
The CARESTREAM EC-L film system consists of:
• CARESTREAM Oncology EC Film
• KODAK EC-L Lightweight Cassettes

3X more contrast than conventional portal localization systems means:
• Easily differentiated bony structures
• Improved treatment field verification
• More confident beam positioning
Harness the power of phosphor intensifying screens and advanced emulsion technology:

CARESTREAM EC-V Film System
Improve productivity with superb portal verification.
The CARESTREAM EC-V film system consists of:
• CARESTREAM Oncology EC Film
• KODAK EC-V Lightweight Cassettes

Exposing film with the actual treatment beam means:
• Higher productivity and patient throughput via reduced treatment time
• Greater patient comfort due to less time on table
• Treatment accuracy is documented
• Excessive patient motion is recorded

CARESTREAM Oncology Simulation / SIM Film
See more in your simulation images with fewer worries about exposure techniques.
Wide exposure latitude means:
• Better visualization of the full range of anatomical landmarks
• Quality images even when exposure settings are difficult to control
CARESTREAM Simulation Film can help you see:
• Skin line and the chest wall on breast simulations
• Soft tissues of the neck and the bony details of the cervical spine
• Lung markings and the heart and mediastinum
CARESTREAM Simulation Film is compatible with:
• Your current processing environment
• Cassettes with green-light-emitting screens, such as CARESTREAM Select Cassettes with LANEX Screens

CARESTREAM Oncology Portal Pack for Localization / PPL Film
Lighttight protection for individual PPL films to increase productivity:
• KODAK X-OMAT L Cassettes can be loaded and unloaded in roomlight
• No need to carry cassettes to and from the darkroom